Rhyme Me! Comprehension Fun

Cut out the words below and paste each one into a box next to the sentence that has its rhyming word underlined. The new word will make the sentence make sense!

1. A **tug** is on the leaf.

2. Bob will **bit** in the sand.

3. Farmer Brown has a **big**.

4. I like to **gum**.

5. I like to play with my **mop**.

6. Can Dad **mix** my bike?

7. The sun is very **pot**.

8. My **wet** is a dog.

---

**top**  **fix**  **sit**  **pet**

**pig**  **hot**  **bug**  **hum**
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Now rewrite the sentences correctly on the line.

1. ________________________________________________________________
2. ________________________________________________________________
3. ________________________________________________________________
4. ________________________________________________________________
5. ________________________________________________________________
6. ________________________________________________________________
7. ________________________________________________________________
8. ________________________________________________________________